The class-day committee has decided upon the following order for the class-day speakers: address, history, oration, statistics, poem, prophecy. An excellent musical programme is being arranged for. The duration of the exercises will be about an hour and a half or two hours.

Professors Miller and Merrill are to put up at the Christian Endeavor Hotel while at the World's Fair. Mr. and Mrs. Hamblet are going to the same place. Messrs. Swan and Wilson will be at the Maples. Both of these places are but a short distance from the Fair Grounds.

Little tennis will be played at the Institute this spring. The prolonged cold weather, the general lack of interest, and the proximity of the annuals, all combined to prevent anything being done by the Association for the laying out of courts, or holding a spring tournament.

The competitive drawings for the "Rotch Travelling Scholarship" are now on exhibition in the Architectural Building. Walter H. Killam, who won the competition, and Reed, who won the $75 prize, are both Technology men, and consequently we feel very much complimented.

Professor Drummond's lectures on the evolution of man in the Lowell Institute course attract Tech men every Tuesday and Friday evenings. If you have no ticket and can borrow none, come early and wait your turn for extra seats. Professor Drummond and his lectures are well worth the time and inconvenience.

Careful estimation by the instructors of the Mechanical Engineering Department has shown that the work involved in the complete application of Hirn's analysis to the triple expansion engine will cover only five sheets, 9 x 14 inches in size, if the writing and figuring are fine. This may seem incredible, but proof of its truth can be given if desired.

The Emery testing machine in the mechanical laboratory will be named after Mr. T. O. H. Burham, who left the Institute $20,000 for the purchase of such a machine. At a recent meeting of the Corporation the executive committee accordingly voted to have a tablet placed upon the machine, bearing Mr. Burham's name.

Arrangements are being made by the Class of '93 whereby, if possible, a special class-day edition of The Tech shall be gotten out. If the undertaking is deemed advisable, the number will embrace some sixteen pages without "ads," but suitably illustrated with cuts. In fact, the edition will be very similar to that published in '89.

Students will be interested to know that Mr. Morse has reduced the rent of the suites in St. Botolph Hall, and has also decided to let them for the length of the Institute term only, instead of by the year of twelve months as heretofore. He announces that application for rooms for next term should be made at once. Students should take advantage of this opportunity, as it would be hard to find as desirable quarters as those which Mr. Morse offers on St. Botolph Street.

The Class of '91 dinner (second annual) was held at Parker's, May 29th. Thirty-three plates were laid. Mr. Dart was toastmaster. The order of post-prandial exercises was as follows: Toast, "Institute Exhibit at Chicago," James Swan; music, H. A. Fiske, violin, piano accompaniment; toast, "Key toSuccess," J. Campbell; music, W. B. Trowbridge; toast, "Absent Members," H. C. Forbes; music, by a "dark horse." The menus were designed by E. B. Bird.

Last week Wednesday afternoon '95 played Exeter Academy, with a score of sixteen to five in favor of Exeter. The Sophomores, however, were greatly handicapped by the loss of Turner as pitcher during the greater part of the game, owing to a severely strained arm. On the same afternoon the Freshmen